
Accountability and Implementation Board (AIB)
Seeking Applications for Advisory Committees

The Accountability and Implementation Board (AIB) is deeply committed to the most extensive
possible stakeholder engagement that values the rich diversity of Maryland to assist the AIB in
transforming Maryland's education system into a world class system.  We want to closely involve
as many stakeholders from diverse geographic, economic,  racial, ethnic, cultural, and gender
backgrounds who represent various life experiences and viewpoints as is possible from across
the State.

Purpose of Advisory Committees

1. To channel input from various stakeholders representing the rich diversity of Maryland
with members and perspectives coming from diverse geographic, racial, ethnic, cultural,
and gender backgrounds.

2. To identify problems, challenges, and barriers that may arise and provide insights and
suggestions on what the AIB can do to address them.

3. To share successes and provide input/feedback on how the work of the Accountability
and Implementation Board (AIB) and the Blueprint implementation are progressing.

Summary

● Four advisory committees representing the four content pillars of the Blueprint for
Maryland’s Future whose members represent collectively every region of the State.

● Advisory committees will meet at least quarterly, although a more frequent meeting schedule
is at the discretion of each committee and is responsive to conditions.

● Each advisory committee will be staffed and facilitated by a professional staff member of the
AIB.

● Each advisory committee will be composed of up to five members who have expertise and
insight within the committee’s particular pillar of the Blueprint for Maryland’s Future, with
membership defined below.

● At least one member of the AIB will serve as liaison(s) to each committee and will work in
coordination with the assigned professional staff person to share pertinent information to the
advisory committee and report committee feedback to the full board.

● Advisory committee members serve for two-year terms with the opportunity to reapply.
● In carrying out their advisory roles, advisory committees may determine, while seeking

consensus, how to report on their consensus building and communicate their thoughts and
reflections to the AIB.

Nominations: If you know of someone who should be considered for selection for an Advisory
Committee, you can nominate them by sending the first and last name and email address of a

Email: AIB@Maryland.gov Twitter: @MdBlueprintAIB
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potential applicant to AIB@maryland.gov by Monday, June 6, 2022. AIB staff will send the
application link via email to the nominee. Applicants do not need to be nominated in order to
apply for a position on an advisory committee.

Applications: Application Link
o Applications are due no later than midnight on Monday, June 20, 2022.
o Applications are being accepted via Google Form at the link below. This document

will be posted on the Maryland General Assembly website as part of the 5/20/22
meeting materials.

o Anyone having trouble accessing the Google form can send an email to
AIB@maryland.gov for assistance.

o Applicants will need to specify which of the four advisory committees they wish to
join.

Join us for an Information Session about the AIB Advisory Committees
and a Q&A on Thursday, June 2, 2022 at 12pm.
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